Data Discovery – Helping You Complete the Puzzle

Enrollment is up... Enrollment is down... Classes are full ... Classes are not full...
Who are our students?... Where do they come from?... Where do they go?... What do they want?... Are students learning?.... What are they learning?... How do we know of we are meeting our mission?...

Join us for a two hour workshop where we will discover together answers to many of these questions. Workshop participants will be introduced to several recent data sources as well as some new institutional data tools. A “so what” dialogue will be encouraged. For example, “So, now that we know all of this… what are we going to do differently, the same, more of, no more… “

Workshop Presenters:  Diane Drebin, Dean of Enrollment Services
                      Judy Redder, Manager of the Curriculum & Reporting Office

Workshop Objectives:

- Review findings from The CCC Student as presented to the SEM Taskforce
- Learn about the results from the 2007-08 Community College Student Engagement Survey
- Learn about findings from the recently completed MPR Associates CCC Data Discovery project
- Practice using the new CCC Data Warehouse via Reporting Services tool
- Review the Curriculum & Reporting Website

Learning Outcomes: Workshop participants should be able to
1. Use the Reporting Services tool as well as the Curriculum & Reporting website to access needed student, course, program and enrollment data for program analysis and departmental decision making.
3. Draw some conclusions from their own findings in order to make recommends for the college with regard to our mission.

When/Where:
Friday, January 23rd from noon to 2:00 p.m. in Gregory Forum C
Monday, January 26th from 3-5 p.m. in Gregory Forum C
Thursday, February 5th from noon to 2:00 in CC-127

No prior registration needed... however, an r.s.v.p. to Judy Redder at x2313 would be appreciated.